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Many economists argue that inflation begins topick up
when the unemployment rate falls below a critical level
known as the natural rate. Those who worry that thereis a
risk offaster inflation argue that unemployment hasfallen
below this level. Others suggest that the natural rate has
declined and hence that the inflation risk is less. The
results ofthis paper do not support the argument that the
naturalrate has declined. The slow response ofinflationto
changes in unemployment can explain why the low rate of
unemployment since 1987 has not led to faster inflation.
However, this slow response of inflation to employment
suggests that ifinflation is allowed to rise, it would take a
long periodofslow growth to bring it down again.
Federal Reserve Bankof San Francisco
In the last two years, the rate of unemployment in the
U.S. has declined significantly. During 1989, unemploy-
ment averaged 5Y4 percent of the civilianlabor forGe, ITlQre
than one percentage point below its levelin the first halfof
1987 and lower than at any time since 1974.
As the unemployment rate fell, concern increased that
the associated high level of economic activity would lead
to a pick-up in inflation. Many economists argue that the
unemployment rate is an indicator of the strength of
aggregate demand, and that inflation tends to increase
whenunemployment is low.These economists hypothesize
that there is acritical levelof the unemploymentrate below
which wagesand prices tend toaccelerate and abovewhich
they tend to decelerate. This critical level is called the
"natural rate of unemployment." Those who worry that
there is a risk that inflation will pick up argue that
unemployment has fallen below this natural rate.
Until recently, most estimates of the natural rate of
unemployment placed it around six percent. I With a natu-
ral rate in this range, inflation pressures should havebegun
developing in the second half of 1987, when the unemploy-
ment rate fell to 5.9 percent from 6.4 percent in the first
half. Concerned that the risk of faster inflation was in-
creasing, the Federal Reserve began to tighten policy in
mid-1987. In 1988, after a briefpause following the stock
market crash, the Federal Reserve continuedtheprocess of
policy tightening that it had begun in 1987.
Despite the low level of unemployment, however, the
increase in inflation since 1987has been relatively modest.
This raises thepossibilitythat thenatural rate ofunemploy-
ment may be less than six percent.? or even that there is no
critical level of unemployment below which inflation nec-
essarily worsens. This article seeks to throw light on this
issue by estimatingthe natural rate and examining whether
it has changed in recent years.
The first section reviews the theory ofthe link between
inflation and unemployment. Particularattention is paid to
the role of "supply-side" or "relative-price" shocks in the
inflation process. Section II estimates four alternative
empirical equations linking inflation to the unemployment
rate and to relative-price shocks. The equations are esti-
mated over a series of different sample periods to test
3whether the natural rate of unemployment has changed
through time.Section III summarizes the empiricalresults
and discusses their implications for policy. The results of
this paper do notsupport theargument that thenatural rate
has declined. The slow response of inflationto changes in
unemploymentcan explain why the lowrate of unemploy-
ment since 1987 has not led to faster inflation. However,
this slow response of inflation to unemployment suggests
that if inflation is allowed to rise, it would take a long
period ofslowgrowth to bring it down again.
S
Et-1'ITt = S~lWS' 'ITt-s (4)
The rate of inflation expected in the current period is a
weighted average of the rates of inflation experienced in
the past.8 This is known as the "adaptive expectations
hypothesis." Substituting equation (4) into equation (2)
and assuming that the functionfO in equation (2) is linear
yields:
E, 1'ITt = E, 2'ITt 1 + g( 'ITt - l - E, 2'ITt- l ) (3)
where s'() > O. This assumption implies that the rate of
inflationexpected forthe current period is a function only
of past inflation. If this is a linear function, it may be
written:
'ITt = RUt - UNAT) (1)
wheref'()< O. Inthisequation, 'ITtrepresentstheinflation
rate, and U,and UNATrepresent theactual andthe natural
rates of unemployment, respectively.
I. Inflation andUnemployment: Theory
The notionthat low levelsof unemploymentare associ- Inflation Expectations
ated with highinflationisgenerallyknownasthe "Phillips In negotiating wages, workersand employers payatten-
curve."
3 Although there is widespread agreement that tion not only to the state of labor supply and demand in
unemployment and inflation are related, at least in the their own markets, but also to the rate of overall inflation
short run, the direction of causation is disputed. Most they expect in the future. If prices are expected to rise,
economists argue that if unemployment falls below its workers demand wage increases to maintain their real
natural level, this causes inflation to increase. However, incomes. Employers are willing to meet these demands,
some theorists maintain that causation runs from inflation becausetheyexpect to be able to pass their highercosts on
to unemployment.
4 Theempirical models inthis paper are to their customers, and fear that, if they do not, they will
based on the first hypothesis. lose their best workers. Hence, an expectation that prices
The theory that low unemployment causes faster infla- and wages will rise tends to be self-fulfilling, even when
tion views the unemployment rate as an indicator of the unemployment is at its natural rate.
demand forlabor relative to the supply. Whenthe demand This argument leads to the "expectations-augmented"
for labor is strong, wages tend to be bid up. Because the Phillips curve, which may be written as:
prices ofgoodsand services are set as a mark-upovertheir
costs of production, most of which comprise wage costs, 'ITt = Et- 1'ITt + RUt - UNAT) (2)
wage inflation leads to overall price inflation.
5 whereE,_ 1'ITtrepresents therateofinflationinperiodtthat
Inthe labormarket, there alwaysisa numberof persons wasexpected in period t-l. Whenunemployment is below
who are searching for employment even when there are (above) the natural rate, actual inflation will exceed (fall
jobs vacant. This is because individual jobs and workers short of) the rate that was expected.
are unique, and matching unemployed persons to vacant Undersimple assumptions abouthowpriceexpectations
.jobs requires a process of search on both sides." In a are formed, this model implies that inflation will increase
changing economy, persons continually are entering and continually if unemployment remains below its natural
leaving theunemployment pooland firmsare creating and level.Thiswillbethecase,forexample,under thecommon
filling job vacancies. This observation means that even assumption that people raise their expectations of future
when the supply of and demand for labor are in overall inflation when current inflation is higher than they had
equilibrium at goingwages, there willbe acertain remain- expected. This assumption about expectations may be
ing levelof unemployment. written as
The "natural rate" ofunemploymentreflectsthis "equi-
librium" quantity of joblessness. When unemploymentis
below (or above) its natural rate, wages tend to rise more
(or less) rapidly. If the mark-up of prices over production
costs remains constant, (or,afortiori, if it increases when
aggregate demand is strong7), the rate of overall price
inflation also will be inversely related to the unemploy-
ment rate.
This inverse relation between inflation and unemploy-
ment may be represented algebraically as:
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1Tt = sk,Ws' 1Tt- s + i~oai' (Ut - i - UNAT) (5)
It seems plausible that if inflation has been constant i~
the past and unemploymentis at its naturalle~el,. the~ 11
willremainconstantinthefuture. Thisassumptionimplies
that the weights (wsJ in equation (5) sum to one. In this
case a levelof unemployment belowthe natural rate not
only'adds to current inflation, but also causes inflation to
continue rising in the future.
Even if unemploymentremainsat its natural level,this
does not guarantee a lowinflationrate. Any rate of infla-
tion, ifit is anticipated, iscompatiblewithunemployment
at its natural level. Thus, although a decline in the un-
employmentrate belowits naturalrate will lead t~ fast~r­
than-expectedinflation, there is no long-run relationship
between the level of unemployment and the rate of in-
flation.
The assumptionthat agents forminflationexpectations
adaptively implies that the only informa.tion th~y us~ in
forming expectations is the past behavior of inflation.
However, thetheoryofrationalexpectations suggeststhat,
sinceagentsknowinflationisrelatedtotheunemployment
rate, theyshould base their inflationexpectations on t?eir
forecasts of unemploymentrather than on past inflation,
Despite this reservation, models that assume adaptive
expectationsappear to fit the data reasonablywell.?
Analternativeexplanationwhypastinflationappearsto
affectcurrent inflationis that wagecontractsare madefor
severalyears and are not all negotiatedsimultaneously!"
When a firm and its employees are negotiating a new
contract, theyrecognizethat contractsmade in thepast in
related industries will be in effectforat least part of their
contract period. Ifthose other contracts contained wage
increases, new contracts likely will call for similar in-
creases even if economicconditionshavechanged. As a
result, inflationwill tend to persist onceit has begun.
Recently, someeconomistshavesuggestedthat chang~s
in the actual level of unemployment mayaffect theequi-
libriumrate at which inflationremainsconstant. Accord-
ing to this "hysteresis" theory, II althoughan increase in
unemploymentmaylowerinflationinitially, itlaterleadsto
a correspondingincreasein the natural rate, as employers
and workers becomeaccustomedto higherrates ofunem-
ployment. As a result, its effect on inflation is only
temporary. This hysteresis hypothesis may be tested by
examiningwhetherthe coefficients on the unemployment
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ple, a rise in the prices of imported raw materials adds
directly to costs of production and hence to the average
pricelevel. As prices adjust to the higher level,there will
beanincreaseinthemeasuredinflationrate.Thissuggests
thatequation(5) shouldbe extendedto includetheeffects
of such "relative-price" or "supply" shocks.
On several occasionsin thelast twodecades,changesin
the overall inflation rate have been attributed to changes
eitherin thereal exchangevalueof thedollarorin thereal
priceof oil. The real exchangerate measuresthe price of
U.S.-produced goods relative to foreign-produced goods.
A decline in the real exchange rate could add to U.S.
inflation, by raising the cost of imports and reducingthe
hei . I 12 pressuresondomesticproducerstokeept eir pnces ow.
Therealpriceofoilrepresentsthepriceofoilrelativetothe
generallevelofpricesin theU.S. A rise in thepriceofoil
addsdirectlyto costsofproductionin theu.s. Thus, both
the real exchangerate and the real price of oil are prime
candidatesfor inclusionin equation (5).
This discussion suggests an estimating equationof the
form:
S I
1Tt = S;lws'1Tt-s + i~oai • (Ut - i - UNAT) +
G H
g~iog . SHKOILt g + h~ixh . SHKEXt _ h (6)
whereSHKOILt _ g representsthe change in thereal price
of oil and SHKEX t _ h the change in the real exchange
rate.P The distributed lags on these variablescapture the
idea that the effects of supply shocks do not occur in-
stantaneously. Several previous researchers'< have esti-
matedequationssimilartoequation(6)andhavefoundthat
relative-price shocks have a significant impact on the
measuredinflationrate.
Supply Shocks andExpectations
Equation(6) implicitlyassumesthat the impactof past
inflationoncurrentinflationisthesameregardlesswhether
that past inflation was the result of excess demand or of
relative-price shocks. In particular, equation (6) implies
thata singlerelative-priceshock,unlessoffsetbyachange
intheunemploymentrate,willleadtoapermanent change
in the rate of inflation. This is because such a shock not
onlyhas a direct impacton pricesbut alsohas an indirect
effectvia expectations.15
This implication does not seem plausible. Economic
agents generally would recognize that the rise in pri~es
following an increase in the price of oil, forexample, IS a
"one-time" effect, and so wouldnot change their longer-
run inflationexpectations. Hence, although such a shock
wouldhave a permanent effect on the levelof prices, the
5where no restrictions are placed on the dOj and dXk
coefficients.
Equation (8) also may be written as follows:
S I





+ k'flxk'(SHKEXt-k - s~ows'SHKEXt-s-k) (9)
In this form, the sums of the coefficients on the shock
variables are Idoj . (1 - Iws) and Idxk . (1 - Iws)'
respectively. Since Iws = 1, these coefficient sums are
equal to zero. Thus, equations (7) and (9) are similar since
both specify that current inflation is influenced by a dis-
tributed lag of past relative-price shocks with coefficients
summingto zero. Equation (7) may be viewed asageneral-
ization of equation (9) that puts fewer restrictions on the
shapes of the distributedlags on the shock variables. Thus,
the COn and C Xmcoefficients in equation (7) are combina-
tions l7 of the underlying parameters (wsand doj, and ws
and dXk ' respectively), representing both the direct and
indirect effects ofrelative-price shocks.
One objection that may be raised to this approach is that
it is inconsistent to assume, as in equation (4'), that agents
can distinguish between price increases resulting from
supply shocks and those due toother factors, butcannot see
that future inflation also will be affected by the unemploy-
ment rate. This objection may be less serious in practice,
however, because relative-price shocks often have been
sufficiently large that the public probably was able to
recognizethem as one-time events. This is particularlytrue
of the oil-price shocks in 1974 and 1979.
Demographic Shifts
The natural rate of unemployment may vary as condi-
tions in the labor market change. Faster technological
change, for example, may lead to more job-changing and
hence a higher natural unemployment rate. Demographic
changes have similar effects. Because young persons have
fewerskills and less workexperience than adults, and also
move in and out of the work force more often, they havea
higher unemployment rate. If the proportion of young
workers in the labor force declines, the measured unem-
ploymentrate will fall, but this does not imply an increase
in inflationary pressure, but rather a decline in the natural
rate. This argument implies that the unemployment meas-
ure used in estimating the Phillips relation should be
adjusted for demographic changes. 18
If litrepresents the proportionof the labor force that is in
the ith population group at date t, and Uit is the unemploy-
ment rate for that group, the total unemployment rate, VI'
may be decomposed as follows:
(8)
SHKOILt_j
s-j 'iT = t
where dOj and dXk represent the direct effects of relative
price shocks on inflation. This equation says that expected
inflation is a weighted average of past inflation, excluding
that part of past inflation that was due to relative-price
shocks. This model of expectations yields an estimating
equation of the form:
S J
sIlws [1Tt - s - (j~Odoj . SHKOILt
K
+ k'fodXk . SHKEXt s k)] +
I J
i~oai . (Vt-i - VNAT) + j~OdOj
K
+ k'fixk' SHKEXt_ k
associated speed-up in inflation should be only temporary.
This suggests that equation (6) may not be a fully satis-
factory model of inflation in periods (such as the 1970s
and 1980s) in which there were significant relative-price
shocks.
To incorporate the restriction that relative price shocks
do not affect the inflation rate in the long run, two alterna-
tive modifications ofequation (6) will be estimated. The
first approach maintains the assumption that expected
inflation is a weighted average of past inflation, but im-
poses the restriction that the coefficients on the shock
variables in equation (6) sum to zero:
S I
'iTt = S~IWs'1Tt s + i~oai . (U, i - VNAT) +
N M
n'focon . SHKOILt n + ~oCxm . SHKEXt _ m (7)
where'v ICon = ICxm = O. This restriction implies that
although relative-price shocks affect the average level of
prices and so change the inflation rate temporarily, they
have no long-run effect on inflation.
The second approach modifies equation (4) so that
changes in inflation resulting from relative-price shocks do
notaffect inflation expectations and so do notpass through
into future inflation:
S J
Et - l1Tt = S~IWS [1Tt s - (j~ioj . SHKOILt_ s_j
K
+ k'fixk . SHKEXt s-k)) (4')
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V;'= u,
I
= I j;.• U·
i = 1 I It
unemployment rate. Conversely, the third component,
I L i . (Uit - iii)' shows howoverallunemployment would
have changedasaresultofchangesinthegroupunemploy-
mentrates, ifthedemographic structureofthelaborforce
had remained unchanged. The final term represents am-
biguous "cross" effects, some of which also may be
demographic.'? Since their net contribution to overall
unemployment is small, these cross effects are grouped
withthe demographic effects.
The"demographically-adjusted" unemployment rateis
constructed by subtracting the demographic and "cross"
effects fromthemeasured unemployment rate. Thus:
I I
.I iii . (lit - L i) - .I (Uit - iii) . (lit - LJ
1=1 1=1
where L i is the average proportion of thelaborforce in the
ithgroupoveraperiodofyears, andiii istheaverage group
unemployment rate.
The first term on the right side of equation (10) is the
averageunemploymentrateovertheperiod. Theremaining
termsdecompose thedifference between the.actual rateat
date t and the average rate into three components. The
secondterm, I iii . (lit - LJ, measures how the overall
unemployment rate would have changed if the group
unemployment rates had remained constantandonly the
structure of the population hadchanged. Thiscomponent
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Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco 7In constructing the data series of U ~ the population was
divided into eight age-sex groups: teens, young adults,
prime-ageadultsand seniors.20
Chart 1 shows the components of the unemployment
rate. Theupperpanel comparesthe actualunemployment
ratewiththeadjustedratedefinedinequation(11). Mostof
the variation intheunemployment ratesince1960hasbeen
due to factors that affected all population groups rather
thanto demographic changes and cross effects. However,
thelowerpanelshowsthatpurelydemographic factors did
have a significanteffect, raisingthe overalljoblessrateby
almost 0.7 percentagepoint between 1960and 1978 and
reducing it by 0.5 percentagepoint since then.
II. Empirical Analysis
The coefficients of the equationsdeveloped in the pre-




1ft = S~lWs'11't s + i~oai . (Ut i - UNAT*)
G
+ g~Obog . SHKOILt_ g
H
+ h~obxh . SHKEXt_ h (6a)
S I
1ft = S~lWs'11't-s + i~oai . (Ut-i - UNAF*)
N
+ n~ocon . SHKOILt_ n
M
+ m~oCXm • SHKEXt_ m (7a)
S J
1f = s~ lWs [11't-s - (j~ioj . SHKOILt_ s _ j
K
+ k~odxk . SHKEXt_ s k)]
I
+ 2 a· . (u* . - UNAT*) i=O I t I
J K
+ j~Odoj'SHKOILt_j + k~odxk'SHKEXt-k (8a)
Thecoefficients ontherelativepricevariables (SHKOIL
and SHKEX) are unrestricted in equation (6a), are con-
strained tosumtozero inequation(7a),andare subjectto
nonlinearrestrictionsinequation(8a). Toassesstheroleof
the shock variables, an equationthat excludesthese vari-
ables also was estimated. The equations were estimated
over a sampleperiod from the firstquarter of 1963 to the
fourth quarter of 1988, a total of 104 quarterly observa-
tions. Since the equations are nonlinear in UNAT*, and
equation (8a) includes restrictions on the relative-price
shock coefficients, nonlinear regression estimation was
employed.21
8
The measure of inflation used is the annualized quar-
terly growth rate of the fixed-weight GNP price index.
Unemployment ismeasuredbythecivilianunemployment
rate. 22 The real price of oil is the ratio of the producers'
price of crude petroleum to the producer price index for
finished goods, and the real exchange rate is the Federal
Reserve's multilateral trade-weighted value of the dollar
deflatedbytheratioofatrade-weighted average offoreign
consumer price indexes to the U.S. fixed-weight GNP
price index. Theequationsalso include dummy variables
(NIXON and NIXOFF) to capture the effects of the
imposition and removal of price controls by the Nixon
Administration in the early 1970s. 23
The estimates of UNAT* represent the demograph-
ically-adjusted natural rate. These are converted to esti-
mates of the actual natural rate by adding the difference
betweenU,andU:, ForagivenestimateofUNAT;Chart 1
implies that the natural rate has fallen since 1978, as the
proportion of the population in groups that have higher-
than-average unemployment rates has declined.
Full Sample Estimates
Earlier estimates of inflation equations have assumed
that the distributed lag on past inflationis long. Gordon
and King.>' for example, used a twenty-four quarter lag
distributionconstrainedtolieonafourth-order polynomial
withazeroend-pointconstraint.Inalaterpaper, Gordon->





regressions, no restrictions were placed on any coeffi-
cients.w Table I shows the results of these regressions.
Theestimatesreportedin this table representthecumula-
tive sums of the coefficients on lagged inflation out to
each indicated lag length.?" Regardless of the lag length
chosen, the estimatedsum of all the coefficients (the last
figure reported in each column) is not significantly dif-
ferent from one. However, in each case, the sum of the
Economic Review / Winter1990coefficients reaches unity by the fifthorsixth lag, suggest-
ing that current inflation is not affected by inflation more
than fiveor six quarters in the past. Although someof the
coefficients for more distant lags are statistically signifi-
cant when lags longer than twelve quarters are intro-
duced,28several of the later coefficients inthese equations
take negative values-? which seemsimplausible. ColumnI
of Table 1 shows the result of estimating the equation
assuming a 24-quarter lag, but imposing the restriction
that this lag follows a polynomial. 30 This restriction
smoothes the estimated lag distribution and has the effect
of making it appear longer. However, the hypothesis that
the data satisfy this restriction may be rejected.
The results in Table 1 suggest that the finding of long
distributed lags in earlier research" maybe due to the use
of overly restrictive polynomial specifications. Hence, the
equations in Tables 2 and 3 were estimated using a five-
quarter lag on past inflation, with no polynomial re-
striction.
Table 2 shows the results of estimating the alternative
models over the 1963 to 1988 sample period. Model I
refersto an equation that excludes the relative-price shock
variables. Models II and III refer to equations (6a) and
(7a), which are identical except that Model III constrains
the coefficients on SHKOIL and SHKEXto sum to zero.
ModelIVreferstoequation (8a), which imposes additional
restrictions on the relative-price coefficients. F) is the
F-statistic.thattests the restriction that the coefficients on
lagged inflation sum to one. In all four equations, this
restriction may be accepted.32, 33 F2 is an F-statistic that
testsfor the presence offirst-through fourth-order autocor-
relation in the residuals.>' Inevery case, the hypothesis
that the residuals are autocorrelated may be rejected.
The coefficients on SHKOIL and SHKEX in Table 2
Federal Reserve Bankof SanFrancisco 9represent the estimated sums of the distributed lag coeffi-
cients on these variables.35 The figures in parentheses
below these coefficients are the standard errors of these
sums and those in brackets are F-statistics thattest thejoint
hypothesis that the individual lag coefficients are all zero.
The alternative estimates of the demographically-
adjusted natural rate (UNAT*) range from 5.99 percent in
Model II to 6.20percent in Model IV.In the fourth quarter
of1988, thedemographically-adjusted unemployment rate
(U*) exceeded the measured rate by 0.26 percentage
point, so these estimates of UNAT* imply actual valuesof
the natural rate between 5.73 and 5.94 percent. 36 These
estimates are similar to estimates developed in earlier
research by Gordon."? The finding that the results are not
sensitive to the model used tocapture theeffects ofrelative
price shocks adds to one's confidence in the estimate. On
the other hand, in all cases, the one-standard-error confi-
dence interval on the estimated natural rate is nearly one
percentage point wide, which may be too wide for the
unemployment rate to be a useful signal to policy-makers.
The response of inflation to divergences between the
actual and natural unemployment rates depends on the
coefficients on lagged inflation and on the current and
lagged unemployment rate. Dynamic simulations of the
equations were used to estimate the response ofinflation to
temporary and permanentdivergences between the natural
unemployment rate and the actual rate. These simulations
showed that, in Model IV, for example, a one-percentage-
point decline in the unemployment rate that lasts for a
single quarter will raise the inflation rate by 0.11percent-
age point. This increase in inflation will be permanent
unless it is later offset by an equal single-quarter rise
in unemployment. If the unemployment rate remains
one percentage point below the natural rate permanently,
the inflation rate will increase by 0.11 percentage point
every quarter. The other estimated models yielded similar
results.
The coefficients on current and lagged unemployment
are of opposite signs, implying that the initial impact on
inflation of a higher unemployment rate is less than its
long-run impact. The hysteresis hypothesis referred to
earlier suggests that the inflation rate changes only in
response to a change in the unemployment rate and that
inflation may remain constant at any level of unemploy-
ment. Although the coefficients on current and lagged
unemployment havedifferent signs, theyare notequal. The
estimated sum ofthese coefficients ranges from - 0.23 to
- 0.27and is significantly different from zero.This means
that the level of unemployment does have a significant
impact on the inflation rate. Contrary to the hysteresis
hypothesis, an unemployment rate that remains constant
10
below the natural level does cause inflation to increase
continually.
In Model II, the hypotheses that the sums of the coeffi-
cients on SHKOIL and SHKEX are both zero may be
accepted, implying that relative-price shocks have only
temporary effects on inflation. Models III and IV impose
this restriction. In Model III, the hypothesis that all the
coefficients on SHKOIL are individually zero can be
rejected at the six percent levelof significance (F = 2.88).
Moreover, the coefficient on the current value of SHKOIL
is positive and significant (t-statistic = 2.18), indicating
that changes in the real price of oil have a significant
temporary effect on the inflation rate. This conclusion is
confirmed by Model IV, which also shows a positive and
significant temporary impact of oil prices on inflation.
Economic Review / Winter 1990Although the effects of changes in the exchange rate are
less significant, they go in the direction predicted by
theory. In Model III, the sum of the coefficients on the
currentandtwelve lagged values of SHKEX is constrained
tozero, but the estimatedcoefficient-sum out to theeighth
lag.is negative and significant at the five percent level,
implying that a real appreciation of the dollar reduces
inflation temporarily. However, the hypothesis that all the
coefficients on SHKEX are individually zero cannot be
rejected (F = 0.72). In the more restrictive Model IV, the
sUrtlofthecoefficients on SHKEX (which in this model
represent only the direct effect of exchange-rate changes)
is negative and significant at the 13-percent level (one-
tailedtest) and the hypothesis that these coefficientsare all
individually zero may be rejectedat the 20-percent levelof
significance (F = 1.41). Thus, there is only weak evidence
that changes in the real exchange rate have effects on
inflation.
Rolling Regressions
To examine whether the natural rate has changed over
time, theequations wereestimatedoverfifteenoverlapping
twelve-year sample periods, beginning with 1963.1 to
1974Aand ending with 1977.1to 1988A. Thetwelve-year
length of these sample periods was chosen to provide a
reasonable number of degrees of freedom and ensure that
even the earliest sample periods included a number of
observations after the shift to flexible exchange rates in
1971 and the first oil-price shock in 1974. The lag lengths
determinedfrom thefull 1963-88sample period wereused
for these "rolling regressions." Table 3 shows the esti-
mates of Model IV.38
This table suggests that the estimated natural rate tends
to be higher for samples that include the 1980s. The
estimates of UNAT* range around six percent forsamples
ending before 1980,39 but are closer to seven percent for
samples ending between 1980 and 1988. The estimate of
UNAT* over the final period implies a natural rate in the
fourth quarter of 1988 of 6.8 percent, more than IV2
percentage points above the actual rate in the quarter and
%percentagepoint above theestimate fromthefullsample
period.
The estimates of the impact of relative-price shocks on
inflation are mixed. In all sample periods, the impact of
these shocks has the sign predicted by theory. On a one-
tailed test, the hypothesis that oil-price shocks initially
have a positive impact on inflation (that is, the coefficient
on the contemporaneous value of SHKOIL is positive)may
be accepted at the lO-percent level in nine sample periods.
The corresponding hypothesis that the sum of the coeffi-
cients on SHKEXis negative also may be accepted in nine
Federal Reserve Bankof SanFrancisco
sample periods.40Although relative-price shocksprobably
have affected overall inflation in the directions expected
from theory, these effects have not been consistent.
11Simulations
To provide a further test of the alternative models, out-
of-sample simulations of each of the four models were
conducted. For purposes of this simulation exercise, the
models were re-estimated" over the period from 1963.1to
1984.4, and simulated to 1988.4.
Table 4 compares the error statistics for forecasts of the
quarterly change in inflation obtained from static and
dynamic simulations of the four models.V The static
simulations are out-of-sample fitted valuesof theestimated
equations. The dynamic simulations were begun in the first
quarter of 1963. In the early years of the simulations, the
simulated quarterly changes in inflation depend on actual
inflation before 1963 as well as on current and past values
of the unemployment rate and the shock variables. How-
ever, the effect of inflation before 1963gradually dies out
and by 1980 is effectively zero.
The errors from the dynamic simulations are in most
cases smaller than those from the static simulations. In
the dynamic simulations, the simulated change in the
inflation rate depends only on its underlying determinants
(current and lagged unemployment and relative price
shocks) and is not affected by lagged actual inflation. The
results in Table 4 suggest that this may be a superior
forecasting procedure.
The errors from both the static and dynamic simulations
of Model III and Model IV are lower than those from
Model II. This result supports the argument that relative-
price changes should have no permanent effect on infla-
tion. In addition, the errors from Model IV are lower than
those from Model III, suggesting that the Model IV
specification, in which changes ininflation associated with
relative-price shocks are explicitly "purged" from the
lagged dependent variable, is a better specification.
12 Economic Review / Winter 1990However, Model I, which omits the relative-price
variables entirely, appears to predict inflation as well as
Model IV. This finding, together with the rolling regres-
sionresults in Table 3, which showedthat theeffectsofthe
shock variables were sporadic, suggests that even the
direct impact of relative-price shocks on inflationis small,
except in periods whenthese shocks areunusually large(as
in the 1974 and 1979oil shocks). Thus, Table 4 seems to
suggestthat the role ofrelative-price shocks in theinflation
process probably has been over-emphasized in earlier
research •and in media discussions of the sources of
inflation.
Thedynamic simulations make it possible todecompose
the change in the inflation rate into its underlying sources.
These decompositions are shown in Table 5. Foreach year
since 1985,the change in annual inflation is separated into
the portions due to past and present divergences of unem-
ployment from its natural level, to oil-price and exchange-
rate shocks, and to the cumulative simulation error.
Inflation declined by about one percentage point be-
tween 1984 and 1986. All four models attribute a sig-
nificantportion of this decline to the high level of
unemployment relative to its natural rate. Conversely, the
models agree in attributing much of the 1.8-percentage-
point increase in inflation in 1986-88 to the low rate of
unemployment in those years.
AsinTable4, the simulation errors are larger forModel
Ilthan for theother three models, again suggesting thatthe
former is an inappropriate specification. The decomposi-
tions suggest that the errors in Models II, III, and IV are
largely due to the exchange rate variable. In everycase, the
annual error is opposite in sign and of a similar magnitude
to the contribution of the exchange rate variable, implying
thatthe error would be reduced by omitting that variable.43
III. Summary and Conclusions
This paper has examined the link between inflationand
the rate of unemployment. The feature of the inflation
equations estimated in this paper that distinguishes them
from other equations in the literature is that relative-price
shocks are constrained to have only temporary effects on
the inflation rate. In addition, inflation expectations are
proxied by a distributed lag on past inflation that is much
shorter than in earlier studies.
As pointed out earlier, the failure of inflation topick up
significantly since 1987, despite the decline in unemploy-
ment, has led some economists to lower their estimates of
the natural rate. However, apart from the effects of the
change in the age-sex structure of the labor force, the
results of this paper do not support the hypothesis that the
natural rate has declined. If anything, the results of the
rolling regressions inTable 3 suggest that the (demograph-
ically-adjusted) natural rate of unemployment has been
higher in the 1980s. However, the estimates of the natural
rate in these regressions are subject to an uncomfortably
wide margin of uncertainty.
This paper has not investigated the causes of any such
change in the natural rate. One possible cause is the
apparent increase in the rate of technological change
during the last decade, as a result of advances in computer
technology and theresponse oftheeconomyto theoil-price
shocks of the 1970s. More rapid change either in methods
of production or in the types of goods and services being
produced would be expected to add to job-changing and
hence to the level of normal unemployment.
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco
Asecond importantresult ofthis paper concerns therole
of relative-price shocks. Commentary on inflation in the
media frequently focuses on the role of these shocks in
influencing the inflation rate, and earlier research gener-
ally has found their effect on inflation to be statistically
significant. The empirical estimates in this paper suggest
that these shocks may raise or lower the levelof prices and
so cause temporary changes in measured inflation. How-
ever,these shocks do notinfluence the rate of inflationover
longer periods. In all the equations estimated, we can
accept the hypothesis that shocks have no long-run effect
on inflation.
Moreover, the estimates suggest that even the short-run
effects of relative-price changes have been sporadic. In
many sample periods, we cannot reject the hypothesis that
theshocks had noimpact oninflation, evenin theshort run.
Also, in out-of-sample simulations, inclusion of these
shocksdid notimproveforecasts ofthe inflationrate. These
empirical results suggest that the role of these shocks in
causing inflation has been over-emphasized in earlier
research.
The results of this paper suggest that since the Fall of
1988, the gap between the actual unemployment rate and
the natural rate has ranged between 3f4 and 1Y2 percentage
points.44 In view of this gap, why has inflation remained
relatively subdued? The primary reasorr" appears to be
thatthe increase in inflation in response to low unemploy-
ment occurs quite slowly. Simulations of the estimated
equations indicate that a permanent one-percentage point
13gap between the natural and actual unemployment rates
would cause inflation to increase by 0.11 percentage point
per quarteror less than one-halfpercentage point per year.
Unemployment has been below its natural rate only
since mid-1987. Between the fourth quarters of 1986 and
1988, inflation increased by about lYz percentage points.
The dynamic simulations reported in Table 5 indicate that
the low rate of unemployment contributed between one
and 1Y4 percentage points of this increase. Thus, the
relatively modest pick-up in inflation may be explained
without invoking a decline in the natural rate.
At the same time, the estimatedequations suggest that if
the unemployment rate were to remain permanently at its
present 5Y4 percentage level, inflation would continue to
increase by about Y2 percentage point each year. The slow
response of inflation to a rate of unemployment above or
below the natural rate means that the costs of low levelsof
unemployment, in terms of rising inflation, are initially
small-and policy-makers may be tempted to ignore them.
However, once inflation has been allowed to increase to
"unacceptable" levels, this slow response means that
bringing it down again will require either a lengthy period
in which unemployment is held above the natural rate or a
shorter period of excessively high unemployment. The
high costs associated with either course suggest that it is
more prudent to move against rising inflation before it
reaches unacceptable levels.
NOTES
1. The estimate of "high-employmentGNP" by the Com-
merce Department,for example, iscomputed asthe level
of output that the economywould produce at six percent
unemployment, on the presumption that a lower jobless
rate would be associated with increasing inflation.
2. Commentingon the reportof anunemployment rateof
5.3 percentinJune1989, MichaelBoskin, theChairman of
the President'sCouncil of EconomicAdvisers, said, "I'm
pleased that unemploymentremains low,and I don't see
the current level of unemployment as inflationary." The
WallStreet Journal, Monday, July10,1989,page 2.
3. A.w. Phillips, "The Relationship between the Unem-
ployment Rate and the Rate of Change in MoneyWage
Rates in the United Kingdom, 1861-1957," Economica,
November 1957, pp 283-299.
4. Thesetheoristsarguethat higher-than-expectedinfla-
tion leads to a decline in the unemployment rate. These
alternative views of the theoretical underpinnings of the
Phillipscurveareillustratedintwopopularmacroeconom-
ics textbooks.Dornbuschand Fischerdevelopamodelof
unemploymentand inflationin which causationrunsfrom
the unemployment rate, which serves as a proxy for the
strength ofdemand intheeconomy, totherateof inflation.
See Rudiger Dornbusch and Stanley Fischer, Macro-
economics, Fourth Edition, McGraw-Hili, 1987, Chapters
13-14. Thecausation runsintheopposite direction inthe
"new classical" model presented by Hall and Taylor. In
this model, unexpected changes inthe inflationratelead
to changes inthe unemploymentrate. SeeRobertE. Hall
and John B. Taylor, Macroeconomics: Theory, Perform-
ance and Policy, Norton,1986, Chapter13.
5. This argument assumes implicitly that the excess de-
mand for labor by firms is the result of an increase in
demand fortheirproducts. Clearly, ifhighernominalwage
rates reflect increases in labor productivity, they will not
spill over intohigher prices.
14
6. See Edmund S. Phelps, "Introduction: The New Mi-
croeconomics in Employment and Inflation Theory," in
Phelps (Editor), Microeconomic Foundations of Employ-
mentand Inflation Theory, w.w. Norton, New York, 1970.
7. Seethe discussion of pricedeterminationinFlintBray-
ton and Eileen Mauskopf, "The Federal Reserve Board
MPS Quarterly Econometric Model of the US Economy,"
Economic Modelling, July 1985, pp 202-203.
8. Aspecial caseariseswhenthefunction gO inequation
(3) is linear. In this case, the weights Ws in equation (4)
decline geometrically.
9. For a discussion of alternativemodels of inflationex-
pectations,seeAdrianThroop,"An Evaluation ofAlterna-
tive Models of Expected Inflation," Economic Review,
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, Summer 1988.
10. John B. Taylor, "Staggered Wage Setting in a Macro
Model," American Economic Review, Vol69 (May1979),
pp 108-113.
11. Foran example of this approach, seeOlivierJ. Blan-
chard and Lawrence H. Summers, "Hysteresis and the
European Unemployment Problem," in Stanley Fischer
(Editor), NBER Macroeconomics Annual 1986, National
Bureau of Economic Research, 1986, and RobertJ. Gor-
don, "Hysteresis in History: Was There Ever a Phillips
Curve?,"American Economic Review, May1989.
12. A decline in the real exchange rate also tends
to increase GNP growth by increasing exports and re-
ducing imports. In the Phillips curve, these "aggregate-
demand" effects of exchange rate changes will be cap-
tured through changes in the unemployment rate.
13. This specification implies that the direct effect of
relative-priceshocks isonthelevelof prices. An increase
inthe levelof the price of imported oil, for example,adds
to the average level of prices in the U.S. Hence, the
averageinflation rate, which isthe dependent variable in
Economic Review / Winter 1990equation (6),isinfluenced bythegrowth rateofoilprices.
14. Robert Gordon has contributed extensively to this
literature. See, for example, Robert J. Gordon, "Under-
standing Inflation in the 1980s," Brookings Papers on
Economic Activity, 1:1985, pp 263-302.
15. Anarithmetic examplemayclarifytheargument. Con-
sider a simplified version of equation (6):
'ITt = 'ITt-1 + a . (Ut - UNAT) + bo' SHKOILt
+ bx .SHKEXt (6')
Supposeunemployment isatthenatural rate (U, = UNAT)
andinitiallytherearenoshocks(SHKOILt = SHKEXt = 0).
This impliesa constant inflation rate (TIt = TIt 1)' A one-
time one percent increase in the price of oil means that
SHKOILt rises from 0 to 1 for a single quarterand then
declinesback toO. The directeffectofthisshockistoraise
the inflation rate by bo percentage point. However, be-
causeofthepresence ofthelagged inflation term (with a
coefficientof one) in equation (6'), the inflation rate also
will be bo higher in the next quarter and in all future
quarters. Thus, a temporary shock leadsto permanently
higher inflation. Similarly, suppose the exchange rate
begins to fall steadily at one percent per quarter, sothat
SHKEXtdecreases permanentlyfrom0to -1. The inflation
rate will rise by bx percent in the first quarter, by an
additionalbxpercentage pointinthesecondquarter, and
soon.Thus, apermanent shockleadstocontinually rising
inflation.
16. In equation (7) different symbols are used for the
coefficients ontheshockvariables (con andCXm inplaceof
bOg and bxh) to signify that these coefficients are con-
strained tosumtozero, whereas thoseinequation (6)are
not.
17. Inequation (9), thedistributedlagsonthetwo relative
price variables run from 0toS+J andS+K,respectively.
Inequation (7)theselagsrun from 0 to Nand M, respec-
tively. If equation (7) is interpreted as a generalization of
(9),thisimplies thatN = S+J and M = S+K.Intheem-
piricalestimations, thisimplication wasusedasaguidein
choosing the lengths of the estimated distributed lags.
18. See Robert J. Gordon, "Inflation, Flexible Exchange
Rates, andthe Natural Rate of Unemployment," in Martin
N. Baily, ed., Workers, Jobs and Inflation, Washington
D.C., The Brookings Institution, 1982.
19. In cases where changes in the size of individual
population groups are associated with unemployment-
rate changes in the same direction, this term probably
capturesdemographicfactors, asincreases inthesupply
of particular groups of workers lead to moreunemploy-
ment. Forboth young adults and older workers, the cor-
relation between unemployment and laborforce share is
positiveoverthe1963 to1988 period, suggesting ademo-
graphiceffectofthiskind. However, forprimeagewomen
and formaleteenagers, thiscorrelation is strongly nega-
tive. Inthesecases, the causation maybe reversed, with
strong labor demand leading both to lowerjobless rates
and to greaterlaborforce participation,
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20. A similar approach is used by the Congressional
Budget Office. See Appendix B, "Estimates of Potential
Output," in Congressional Budget Office, The Economic
and BudgetOutlook: AnUpdate, August1987. However,
CBOestimates the natural rate fromthe rawdata rather
tha.n fromthe adjusteddata.
21. The restrictions that the coefficientson lagged infla-
tionsumto unityand thatthe coefficientson eachof the
shock variables in equation (7a) sum to zero were im-
posed using a technique suggested by Scadding. See
John L. Scadding, "Simple Technique for Imposing Re-
strlctions on Sums of POL Coefficients," Appendix 1 in
RO$eMcl:lhattan,· "The:Response of Real Output and
Inflation to Monetary Policy," Economic Review, Federal
Reserve Bankof San Francisco, Summer 1981.
22, Thedemographicadjustments to theunemployment
rate data were made using the same 1963-88 sample
period asthe regression estimates.
23. Thedefinitions ofthesevariables wereadoptedfrom
Robert J.GordonandStephen R. King, "TheOutputCost
of Disinflation in Traditional and Vector Autoregressive
Models,"Brookings Papers onEconomic Activity, 1:1982.
NIXON isdefinedas0.8forthefivequarters from 1971.3 to
1972.3 and NIXOFF isdefinedas0.4in1974,2 and1975.1
and as1.6in1974.3 and 1974.4.
24. Gordon and King, cited in note23.
25. Gordon, "Understanding Inflation in the1980s." See
note14for full citation.
26. These preliminary regressions also include a con-
stantterm, thecurrentandfourlaggedvalues ofSHKOIL,
the current and eight lagged values of SHKEX, and the
currentand one lagged valueof the unemployment rate
variable.
27. For estimation, the equations were transformed as
follows:
= b1(TIt-1 - TIt-2) + b2(TIt-2 - TIt-3)
+ ... bT- 1(TIt-T+1 - 'ITt-T) + bTTIt-T + ...
s
Inthisform, b, = k at. Thatis,theestimated coefficients
t~1
(bs)arethecumulative sums oftheunderlying parameters
(at).
28. Specifically, when more than 12 lagged values of
inflation are included in the equation, one can rejectthe
hypothesis that coefficients beyond the fifth lag are all
zero. Forexample, fortheregression thatincludes24lags
oftheinflation rate, (column H)theF-statistic (with19and
63degreesof freedom) forthe hypothesis thatthecoeffi-
cientsforlagsbeyondthefifthareallzerois2.04, indicat-
ing that this hypothesis maybe rejected with97 percent
confidence. On the other hand, in the regression that
includesonly12lags(column E), thef-statistic forthehy-
pothesis thatthe coefficients on the sixth through twelfth
15lags are all zero is only 0.83, implying that this hypothesis
may not be rejected.
29. In columns G, H and I of Table 1, the sum of coeffi-
cients out to lag 12 is less than that out to lag 8.
30. Specifically, the curnutatixe sums.of the coefficients
(that is, the figures reported in the table) are constrained
to follow a second-orderpolynomial. This restrictive spec-
ification was adopted because third-, fourth- and fifth-
order polynomials yielded estimated lag distributions in
which the coefficient sums did not converge as the lag
length was extended.
31. See Gordon and •King, cited above, and Adrian
Throop, "A Macroeconomic Model of the U.S. Economy,"
Working Paper 88-06, Working Papers in Applied Eco-
nomic Theory, Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco,
1988.
32. F1 is less than onein all Cases,compared to its critical
value at the 5 percent level of 2.5.
33. However, it should be mentioned that the estimate of
UNAT* is sensitive to the impositionof this restriction. In
Model III, for example, the relaxation of the restriction
reduces the estimate of UNAT* by two standard errors
from 6.18 to 5.33 percent.
34. A.C. Harvey, The Econometric Analysis of Time Se-
ries, New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1981, pp 276-77.
35. In Model III,the equations include the current and two
lagged values of SHKOIL and the current and twelve
lagged values of SHKEX; that is, N = 2 and M = 12. In
Model IV,the direct effects of the shocks are represented
by the current value of SHKOIL and the current and eight
lagged values of SHKEX; that is J = 0 and K = 8. As
impliedinnote17,J< NandK< M.
36. The differences between these alternative estimates
are less than one standard error.
37. See, for example, the estimates by Gordon cited in
Appendix B, "Estimates of Potential Output," in Con-
16
gressional Budget Office, The Economic and Budget
Outlook: AnUpdate, August 1987.
38. The estimates of Models I, II, and III are similar to
those from Model IV and are available from the author.
39. The estimates of UNAT*are unexpectedly low and
high in the 1963.,....74 and 1964-75 periods respectively.
These estimates may be biased by the effects of the
1973-74 oil shock.
40. However, the hypothesis that all the coefficients on
SHKEX are individually zero may be rejected with 90
percent confidence in only four sample periods.
41, The estimated coefficients over this sample period
are not significantly different from those reported in
Table 2.
42. In the static simulations, the errors in predicting the
change in inflation are the same as those in predicting its
level,because the equations include the lagged level of
inflation. Inthe dynamic simulations, the simulated level of
inflationdepends on actual inflation in the quartersbefore
the simulation begins. This meansthat the error in predict-
ing the level of inflation depends on the starting date of the
simulation. Hence, it is more appropriate to compare the
errors in predicting the change in inflation, which do not
depend on the starting date of the simulations.
43. Recall that the real exchange rate is only marginally
significant in the equations reported in Table 2.
44. After adjusting for demographicchange, Models I, III,
and IV all imply a natural rate of six percent in the fourth
quarter of 1988, when estimated over the full sample
period. When estimated overthe 1977-1988period, these
models imply a rate of6% percent.
45. The results in Tables 4 and 5 do not show a prepon-
derance of negative errors that would suggest that the
response of inflation to the unemployment rate in recent
years has been atypical.
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